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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

REPORT ON THk. i.i~*.CTROMAGNiLTIC SURVJtY 

CARRIED OUT ON HARTY PYRITE CJLAIMS, 

CUMMING TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

FOR 

TRb CON1AGAS VUNLS LIMITED .

1. INTRODUCTION

At the request of Mr. V. H. Minna, Engineer for The 

Coniagas Mines Limited, an electromagnetic survey was carried out 

on the Harty Pyrite claims, Cumming Township, near Kapuskasing, 

Ontario during December 1953.

The purpose of the survey was to attempt to delineate 

any subsurface bodies of high electrical conductivity, in the hope that, 

if any good conductors of electricity were found, a drilling program 

based on the electromagnetic results might lead to the discovery of 

ore mineralisation. A fine-grained pyrite showing approximately 20 

feet wide had been observed cutting across the island and riverbed in 

the vicinity of the baseline between lines 2800 'W and 3200'W. No 

geological information is available apart from outcrops of granite 

 ion* us* river bank near the showing, a small gneiss outcrop on 

the east bank of the river between lines 2400* W and 2800' W, and a diorite 

outcrop along the river at the northern end of line 1 200 W.
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full geological information. Recommendations for detailed 

prospecting, trenching and especially AJtmimJt drilling baaed 

on electromagnetic survey results should, wherever necessary, 

be altered to suit local physiographic and geologic condition*.
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2. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The electromagnetic results are presented on the 

accompanying 200 scale map No. i.-4079.

All conductor-ax* s have been marked on these sheets 

according to the legend and have been grouped into zones for 

purposes of discussion. The pyrite showing and the available geo* 

logical information have also been marked on the map.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

2ONJ&S A AND B

The results show two main bands of highly-conducting 

material which seem to be folded between lines 3200'W and 3600'W 

such that the eastern portion of the cones strikes east-west and the 

western portion strikes north-south.

Zone A can be correlated with the pyrite showing and it 

would seem that if this is so, the pyritic band has been traced 

successfully between lines 400'W and 3600'W, and perhaps further. 

The zone does not appear to have any substantial width east of 32001* 

but the curving conductors between lines 3300'W and 3600'W have 

good width possibilities. The electromagnetic results indicate that 

the conducting band is very shallow between lines 1600'W and 3300 'W 

and could probably be exposed by stripping or trenching. It seems 

to be plunging to the east and dipping to the north.
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Zone B, the parallel conducting-band to the south, has

been traced between lines 2000'W and 3000'Vr. The results indicate 

a similar north-dipping body which is near surface and which suggests 

highly-conducting material such as pyrite or graphite. There is a 

suggestion from the results on line 3200 "W that this band swings to 

the south in a similar manner to Zone A, but more detailed surveying 

is required to delineate this structure definitely.

Two alternatives to the above interpretation are apparent. 

Rather than a folded structure, there might be two intersecting con 

ducting zones; one trending east-west and the other north-south. It is 

not essential to this alternative interpretation that the east-west and 

the north-south cone* be of the same material. For instance, one 

might be a fault and the other a band of pyrite. The second alternative 

is that Zones A and B are not distinct bands, but represent the most 

highly-conducting horizons in a broad band of pyrite. In view of the 

relatively narrow width of pyrite exposed in the riverbed, this latter 

alternative does not seem to be very probable. 

2ONJLS C AND D

There is a weak indication in the northwest corner of 

the group but it is not considered likely that it represents sulphide 

mineralization. A similar indication, of slightly greater amplitude 

appears in the northeast corner of the property. These two cones
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may constitute a continuous weakly-conducting horiaon, such as a

fault or contact along which a minor amount of graphite has bean

developed.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We would suggest trenching or stripping in the immediate 

vicinity of the conductor-axe s of Zones A and B between lines 2000'W 

and 3200'W. If sufficient width of mineralisation is encountered, 

we would recommend additional electromagnetic surveying to trace 

the extensions of these zones to the southwest and to the east. Should 

trenching or stripping not prove feasible, we would be pleased to 

assist in planning a diamond-drilling program .

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS

f
S. H. 
Geophysicist.

Dated: December 23rd, 1953.



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

GENERAL NOTfcS ON ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEYS

electromagnetic m*a*ur*m*nt* ar* mad* in terms of 

"dip angles" and are recorded in degrees. Tbe dip angles measure 

the amount of distortion of the primary (applied) *l*ctroxnagn*tic 

field caused by secondary fields associated with currents induced 

in subsurface electrical conductors. These angles are plotted in 

degrees on the accompanying maps *ith*r beneath or to the right of 

the station from which each observation was taken. Wher* a minus 

sign pr*c*d*s a number, the angle of dip is to th* w*st or south. 

The absence of a sign preceding a number indicates an easterly or 

northerly dip angle. i.ach transmitting-coil setup is mark*d with a 

triangl* and bears a cod* number. Several line* ar* trav*rs*d with 

th* receiving coil when the transmitting coil is at any one location. 

The readings on these lines are related to the appropriate transmitting 

coil setup by the code at the end of each series of readings. Conductor 

axes are also marked on the maps according to th* legend. These 

conductor axes are in g*n*ral, vertical projection* to th* surf ac* of 

th* upper extremities of electrically-conducting bodies.

Electromagnetic anomalies can result from eitbar sulphld* 

mineralization, graphite, carbonaceous sediments, fault and shear zones, 

or any combination of these factors. Consequently the results of any 

electromagnetic survey should be correlated as closely as possible with
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